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On behalf of the Board of Directors of the French Polymer Society, we are pleased to invite you to Mulhouse, France, to attend the 48th International Colloquium of GFP, Monday - Friday, 25th November - 29th November 2019. This year, the colloquium will be characterized by an international dimension, thanks to the privileged location of Mulhouse, at the border with Germany and Switzerland. We expect between 150 and 180 attendees from a wide range of backgrounds and countries, and from universities, research centers or industry, to report on the most recent advances in domains linked to polymers (synthesis, characterization, processing, properties, applications). Five major topics will be specifically addressed during this meeting: Polymers and light, Polymer interfaces and (nano)composites, Macromolecular and supramolecular engineering, Polymers and sustainable development, Polymer materials: from structure to properties.
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Poster contributions

Macromolecular and supramolecular engineering

P-1 PROGRAMMED DRUG RELEASE VIA ROLLED-UP BIOPOLYMERS
*Riccardo Pedron, Thierry Vandamme, Valery Luchnikov*

P-2 FULLY ISOTACTIC POLY(P-METHYLSTYRENE): PRECISE SYNTHESIS VIA CATALYTIC POLYMERIZATION AND CRYSTALLIZATION STUDIES
*Pierre J Lutz, Luis Valencia, Thomas Pfohl, Barbara Heck, Günter Reiter, Mülhaupt Rolf*

P-3 CHARACTERISATION OF SUPRAMOLECULAR ASSEMBLIES BY SCANNING PROBE NEAR-FIELD MICROSCOPY: OPTICAL AND ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES
*Jean-Luc Bubendorff, Sven Renkert, Sajede Motamen, Dominique AUBEL, François Vonau, Marion Cranney, Günter Reiter, Laurent Simon*

P-4 PREPARATION OF MULTI-ALLYLIC DENDRONIZED POLYMERS VIA ATOM-TRANSFER RADICAL POLYMERIZATION
*Stephane Mery, Pierre-Olivier Schwartz, Firmin Moingeon, Jérôme Roeser, Patrick Masson*

P-5 FUNCTIONAL NANOFIBERS FROM SUPRAMOLECULAR INTERACTIONS
*Guy Schlatter, Anne Hébraud*

Polymer materials: From structure to properties

P-6 SEMICONDUCTING POLYMERS WITH SILOXANE SIDE-CHAINS FOR ORGANIC ELECTRONICS
*Stephane Mery, Olzhas Ibraikulov, Pablo Durant, Benoît Heinrich, Kamatham Narayanaswamy, Thomas Heiser, Patrick Lévêque, Nicolas Leclerc*

P-7 POLYELECTROLYTE COMPLEX COACERVATES AS SOFT UNDERWATER ADHESIVES
*Mehdi Vahdati, Francisco Cedano, Costantino Creton, Dominique Hourdet*

P-8 ON THE BRITTLE-TO-DUCTILE TRANSITION OF PLA: INFLUENCE OF MACROMOLECULAR ORIENTATION
*Shanshan Xu, jean-Francois Tahon, Isabelle De Waele, Gregory Stoclet, Valerie Gaucher*
P-9 CONTROLLING THE SURFACE CRYSTALLIZATION AND ORIENTATION OF BIOPOLYMERS.
Marion Brosset, Thierry Falher, Gilles Dennler, Bertrand Fillon, Martin Brinkmann

P-10 CHARACTERIZATION OF BOVINE GELATIN FILMS REINFORCED BY DHT CROSSLINKING FOR DRUG RELEASE: PRELIMINARY STUDY
Jihane MZOUGHI

P-11 BRANCHED SILICONE POLYMERS FOR RELEASE COATING APPLICATION
Audric Boulegue Mondière

P-12 SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SEMI-CONDUCTING POLYMERS BASED ON ANILINE AND/OR O-ANISIDINE: OPTICAL AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
Kenane Abdelbassat, Ahmed Yahiaoui, Aïcha Hachemaoui, Ali Mustapha Benquider, Oana Rasoga, Aurelian Catalin Galca, Anca Stanculescu

P-13 DESIGN, SYNTHESIS, CHARACTERIZATION AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES INVESTIGATIONS OF POLYMERIC BIPOROUS MATERIALS
Benjamin Le Droumaguet, sarra mezhood, Patrick AIMEDIEU, Vincent Monchiet, Michel Bornert, Daniel Grande

P-14 ON THE IMPACT OF MACROMOLECULES SIZE ON THE RIGID AMORPHOUS FRACTION OF COLD CRYSTALLIZED PLA
Yoga Sugama Salim, Estève Ernault, Nicolas Delpouve, Benoit Vieille, Laurent Delbreilh, Sophie EVE, Eric Dargent, Antonella Esposito, Loïc Le Pluart

P-15 SELF-OSCILLATING POLYMER INTERFACES TO DESIGN LIFE-LIKE PULSATILE MEMBRANES
Marianne BENOIT, Joël Lyskawa, David Fournier, Patrice Woisel, Claire Antonelli, Damien Quémener

P-16 EFFECTIVE AND SIMPLE PATHWAY TO A COMPLEXING PHOSPHORUS HYDROGELS FOR TREATMENT OF EFFLUENTS
Belkacem Tarek Benkhaled, Vincent LAPINTE, Sophie MONGE

P-17 FROM A NEW GENERATION OF IONIC LIQUID MONOMERS TOWARDS THERMOSETTING EPOXY POLYMERS
Sébastien LIVI, Charline Chardin, Luanda. C. Lins, Jérôme Baudoux, Jean-François Gérard, Jannick Duchet-Rumeau

P-18 INVESTIGATION OF THE NANOMECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF 3D PRINTED MICROSTRUCTURES
Mehdi Belqat, Arnaud Spangenberg, Jean-Pierre Malval, Karine Mougin

P-19 A SIMPLE WAY TO GRAFT BIOACTIVE POLYMERS ON SILICONE IMPLANTS TO IMPROVE THE BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
Mylan LAM, Vivien Moris, Vincent Humblot, Veronique MIGONNEY, Céline FALENTIN-DAUDRE
P-20 POLYETHYLENE AEROGELS COMBINING PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CROSSLINKING FOR IMPROVED MECHANICAL RESILIENCE. 
Douriya KHEDAIOUI, Franck D'Agosto, Christophe BOISSON, Damien Montarnal

P-21 MICRO & NANOSTRUCTURED CONDUCTING POLYMERS PLATFORM TO INTERFACE WITH ELECTROACTIVE CELLS 
Mohammed El Mahmoudy, Rodney O'Connor, George Malliaras, Sèbastien Sanaur

P-22 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SILICONE ACRYLATE STRUCTURE AND RELEASE COATING PROPERTIES 
Emilie Vialle Désormière

P-23 SYNTHESIS OF IONIC LIQUID CORE/SILICA SHELL MICROCAPSULES AS FUNCTIONAL AGENTS OF EPOXY NETWORKS 
Ting SHI, Sebastien Livi, Jannick Duchet-Rumeau, Jean-François Gérard

Polymer and sustainable development

P-24 STUDY OF THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF AGAVE / PVC COMPOSITES 
Ahmed Benaboura, Lynda Chelali

P-26 SPATIO-TEMPORAL STUDY OF POLY(MALEIC ANHYDRIDE) PLASMA DEPOSITION USING A MACROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION 
Syrine JEBALI, Aissam Airoudj, Isabelle Ferreira, Vincent Roucoules, Florence Bally-Le Gall

P-27 STUDYING THE MORPHOGENESIS OF NANOSTRUCTURES IN MALEIC ANHYDRIDE PLASMA POLYMER FILMS FORMED ON CHEMICALLY DIFFERENT SURFACES 
Nghia Huu Le, Magali Bonne, Aissam Airoudj, Florence Bally-Le Gall, Bénédicte Lebeau, Vincent Roucoules

P-28 STABILIZATION OF MAGNETITE AQUEOUS DISPERSION BY PS-PEO COPOLYMER AND ITS USE AS ADSORBENT FOR REMEDIATION OF METAL IONS IN POLLUTED WATER 
Amane Jada, Ikram HACHILI

P-29 CONTRIBUTION TO VALORISATION AND RECYCLING OF WEEE DERIVED-PLASTICS CONTAINING BROMINATED FLAME RETARDANTS 
Layla GRIPON, Imane BELYAMANI, Eric LAFRANCHE, Laurent Cauret

P-30 CORE-SHELL ARCHITECTURE BASED ON BIO-SOURCED POROUS CARBON: SHAPE FORMATION MECHANISM AT THE SOLID/LIQUID INTERFACE LAYER 
Amane Jada, Zakaria ANFAR, Abdellah Ait El Fakir, Noureddine El alem
P-31 NEW BIPHENYL AND TERPHENYL DERIVATIVES AS HIGH-PERFORMANCE PHOTOREDOX SYSTEMS DEDICATED FOR VARIOUS PHOTOPOLYMERIZATION PROCESSES
Wiktoria Tomal, Joanna Ortyl, Maciej Pilch, Anna Chachaj-Brekiesz

P-32 DIRECT LASER WRITING OF CRYSTALLIZED TIO2 AND TIO2/CARBON MICROSTRUCTURES WITH TUNABLE CONDUCTIVE PROPERTIES
Shang-Yu Yu, Gautier Schrodj, Karine Mougin, Joseph Dentzer, Jean-Pierre Malval, Hsiao-Wen Zan, Olivier Soppera, Arnaud Spangenberg

P-33 DIRECT LASER WRITING OF HYBRID SIO2/METAL OXIDE- AND METAL OXIDE MICROSTRUCTURES WITH TUNABLE OPTICAL OR MAGNETO-OPTICAL PROPERTIES
Xingyu Wu, Alexandra Madeira, Jeremy Riporto, François Royer, Sophie Neveu, Dominique Berling, Arnaud Spangenberg

P-34 PHOTONIC PIGMENTS FROM CONTROLLED POLYMERIC NANOSTRUCTURES
Guillaume Moriceau, Bodo Wilts, Chris Weder, Ulli Steiner

P-35 DEEP-UV PHOTINDUCED CHEMICAL PATTERNING AT THE MICRO- AND NANOSCALE
Benjamin Leuschel, Agnieszka Gwiazda, Wajdi Heni, Frédéric Diot, Shang-Yu Yu, Clémentine Bidaud, Laurent Vonna, Arnaud Ponche, Olivier Soppera

P-36 LASER POLYMER TATTOOING: A VERSATILE METHOD FOR PERMANENT MARKING ON POLYMER SURFACES
Po-Yi Chang, Adele Bruntz, Loïc Vidal, Pierre-Alain Vetter, Patrick Roudot, Laurent Bua, Jose Ortiz, Hsiao-Wen Zan, Olivier Soppera

P-37 CORE-SHELL DIBLOCK COPOLYMER NANOPARTICLES AS TEMPLATE FOR MESOPOROUS CARBONS
Vitalii Tkachenko, Abraham Chemtob, Julien Poly

P-38 MICROFLUIDIC ASSISTED SYNTHESIS OF POLYMERIC MICROFIBERS
Wasif Razzaq, Christophe A Serra, Delphine Chan-Seng

P-39 DONOR-ACCEPTOR-DONOR STRUCTURED THIOXANTHONE DERIVATIVES AS VISIBLE PHOTONITIATORS
Alexandre MAU, Thi Huong Le, Fabrice Goubard, Thanh-Tuan Bui, Bernadette Graff, Celine Dietlin, Jacques Lallevée

P-40 TOWARDS THE DESIGN OF LIGHT-RESPONSIVE POLYMER-BASED CAPSULES FOR THE RELEASE OF BIOMOLECULES.
Lucas Sixdenier
P-41 PLASMON-TRIGGERED LIVING PHOTOPOLYMERIZATION FOR ELABORATION OF HYBRID POLYMER/METAL NANOPARTICLES
Farid Kameche, Wajdi Heni, Siham Telitel, Dandan Ge, Loïc Vidal, Frédéric Dumur, Didier Gigmes, Jacques Lalevée, Sylvie MARGUET, Ludovic Douillard, Céline Fiorini Debuisschert, Renaud Bachelot, Olivier Soppera

P-42 USING POLYMER BASED ORGANIC PHOTODETECTOR TO FORM A LOW-COST AND SENSITIVE VERTICALLY-STACKED GASEOUS FORMALDEHYDE SENSING SYSTEM
Ching-Fu Lin, Hsiao-Wen Zan, Chia-Jung Lu, Hsin-Fei Meng, Olivier Soppera

P-43 FERROCENES AS PHOTOREDOX CATALYSTS FOR POLYMERIZATION UNDER VISIBLE TO NIR LIGHTS
Guillaume Noirbent, Patxi Garra, Damien BRUNEL, Jacques Lalevée, Frédéric Dumur, Didier Gigmes

P-44 THREE-COMPONENT PHOTOCYCLIC INITIATING SYSTEM FOR EFFICIENT DLP 3D PRINTING
Boris Metral, Adrien Bischoff, Christian Ley, Ahmad Ibrahim, Xavier ALLONAS

P-45 DEVELOPMENT OF A PHOTOPOLYMERIZED BIO-BASED POLYESTER ACRYLATE RESIN
Anne-Sophie SCHULLER, Aymeric CHAMPION, Xavier ALLONAS, Céline CROUTXE-BARGHORN, Christelle DELAITE

P-46 SHRINKAGE OF DENTAL COMPOSITES
Mohammed Mouzali

P-47 DEVELOPMENT OF NEW HIGH-PERFORMANCE PHOToinitiating SYSTEMS FOR NEAR UV AND VISIBLE LIGHT FOR THE PHOTOPOLYMERIZATION OF MONOMERS ISSUED BY OIL INDUSTRY AND THEIR APPLICATIONS IN 3D PRINTING TECHNOLOGY, PHOTOCOMPOSITES SYNTHESIS AND HYDROGELS FORMATION
Mira ABDALLAH, Akram Hijazi, Jacques Lalevée

Polymer interfaces and (nano)composites

P-48 SURFACE CHANGES OF AN EPDM BY PLASMA TREATMENT
Florian Ponzio, Julie Lecomte, Pierre Lespade, Florence Bally-Le Gall, Vincent Roucoules

P-49 KIDNEY–TARGETED DRUG DELIVERY SYSTEMS: FROM THIOLATED CHITOSAN POLYELECTROLYTE TO LAYER-BY-LAYER REDOX-RESPONSIVE SELF-ASSEMBLY CAPSULES
Fannie Le Floch, Benjamin Carbonnier, Sabrina Belbekhouche

P-50 NANODIAMONDS COATED BY A LAYER OF POLYETHYLENE IMINE: AN EFFICIENT MATERIAL FOR OPTICAL POWER LIMITING
Morgane Guerchoux, Manon Dandois, Olivier Muller, Vincent Pichot, Mazheva Guillevic, Cordula Hege, Philippe Fioux, Denis Spitzer, Lionel MERLAT

P-51 CONTROLLING SIZE AND FLUORESCENCE OF DYE-LOADED POLYMER NANOPARTICLES THROUGH POLYMER DESIGN
Antoine Combes, Vitalii Rssiuk, Anne Runser, Yuliiia Koval, Denis Dujardin, Andrey Klymchenko, Reisch Andreas

P-52 DIELS-ALDER REACTION ON FUNCTIONAL SURFACES: TOWARDS THE DESIGN OF SMART BIOSENSORS
Jamerson Oliveira, Loïc Jierry, Vincent Roucoules, Florence Bally-Le Gall

P-53 HYBRID SEMI-CONDUCTING MATERIALS BASED ON ANILINE AND/OR 2-METHOXY ANILINE: SYNTHESIS, CHARACTERIZATION AND ELECTROACTIVE EFFECT
Abdelbassat KENANE, Ahmed Yahiaoui, Aïcha Hachemaoui, Ali Mustapha Benquider, Oana Rasoga, Aurelian Catalin Galca, Anca Stanculescu

P-54 REMOVAL OF CUPRIC IONS FROM WATER BY USING CELLULOSE NANOFIBERS AS ADSORBENT AND COPPER CARBONATE FORMATION BY PRECIPITATION METHOD
Amane Jada, Safa Ladhari

P-55 ELECTROCHEMICAL SENSORS BASED ON CONDUCTING POLYMERS
Boris Lakard, Emmanuel Contal, Sophie Lakard, Claire Magnenet, Marcel Bouvet

P-56 METALLIC NANOPARTICLES IMMOBILIZED AT THE PORE SURFACE OF POLYMERS: TOWARD EFFICIENT AND VERSATILE SUPPORTED CATALYTIC SYSTEMS
Benjamin Le Droumaguet, Romain Poupart, Benjamin Carbonnier, Daniel Grande

P-57 DEVELOPMENT OF NEW POLYOXOMETALATES/POLYMER FOR PHOTODEGRADATION OF ORGANIC POLLUTANTS
Chaima Brahmi, Jacques Lalevée, Iatifa Bousselmi, Mahmoud Benlifa

P-58 LIGHT-ASSISTED SYNTHESIS OF METAL NANOPARTICLES AND NANOCOMPOSITES: AN EFFICIENT GREEN APPROACH TO OBTAIN SMART NANOMATERIALS
Marine Dabert, Lavinia Balan, Mohamed Zaier, Samar Hajjar-Garreau, Loïc Vidal

P-59 SURFACE COLOR ON DEMAND: CHAMELEON EFFECT
Karine Mougin

P-60 ELECTROSPUN PBAT NANOFIBERS DEGRADATION MEDIATED BY AQUEOUS ENVIRONMENT
Gabriela Ramos Chagas, Guilherme Kretzmann Belmonte, Daniel Weibel, Lénaïk Bélec, Jean-François Chailan, Christine Bressy
P-61  THERMOPLASTIC ELASTOMER FILAMENTS FOR MULTI-POLYMER STRUCTURES BY FUSED DEPOSITION MODELING
Jennifer Villamil Jiménez, Abdelali El Akroud, Sandrine Hoppe, Hakim Boudaoud, Cécile Nouvel

P-62  RECYCLING OF OPAQUE PET BY REACTIVE EXTRUSION
Thibault Parpaite, Nicolas Logié, Khadidja Chaar

P-63  HETEROGENEOUS CELLULOSE FUNCTIONALIZATION THROUGH METAL-FREE CLICK CHEMISTRY
Alex Meye Biyogo, Louise Hespel, Vincent Humblot, Laurent Lebrun, François Estour

P-64  PHOTOACTIVE POM/POLYMER NANOCOMPOSITES FOR PHOTODEGRADATION OF ORGANIC DYES
Mariem Ghali, Mahmoud Benltifa, latifa Bousselmi, Jacques Lalevée

P-65  GRAFTING STYRENE SULFONATE GROUPS ON BIODEGRADABLE POLYMER TO ENHANCE BIOACTIVITY AND HYDROPHILICITY THROUGH OZONE-INDUCED MECHANISM
Ngoc Tuan Nguyen, Andre Rangel, Veronique Migonney

P-66  THE EFFECT OF DAMPING ON VIBRATIONS OF STRENGTHENED BEAMS BY COMPOSITE COATS UNDER MOVING LOAD
Youcef Khadri, Sabiha Tekili, Yacine Kermi